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17
This proceedings will summarise several most recent ATLAS measurements related to the low-p T and 18 high-p T particle production in proton-lead (p+Pb) and proton-proton (pp) collisions. Recent particle pro-19 duction measurements from p+Pb collisions at LHC provide important insight on soft particle production, 20 which allow tests for various models of soft particle production dynamics [1] . The strong centrality depen- 
Analysis
26
The LHC provided proton-lead collisions at a nucleon-nucleon centre-of-mass energy of √ s NN = 5.02 TeV.
27
The centrality determination of ATLAS uses the total transverse energy, E 
42
The multiplicity measurement was performed using only the pixel detector to maximize the efficiency 43 for reconstructing charged particles with low transverse momenta. Two approaches are used in this analysis.
44
The first is the two-point tracklet method used in heavy ion collision experiments [12] . The second is the 45 use of pixel tracks, which has a smaller acceptance but provides a measurement of the particle p T . The 46 dN ch /dη measured using pixel tracks is used as a cross-check to that measured using the two-point tracklets,
47
for detailed description see Ref.
[9]. The left panel of Figure 1 shows the dN ch /dη divided by the number 
55
In contrast to the dN ch /dη/( N part /2) measurement, the Z boson yield divided by N coll should be in-56 dependent of centrality. To investigate this, the per-event yield of Z bosons within −3 < y Z < 2, divided 57 by N coll , is displayed as a function of N part in the right panel of Figure 1 . For reference, the data are 58 plotted as they would be with no centrality bias correction in the open points, for more details see [10] .
59
The yield is independent of centrality defined using the standard Glauber model. Using the GGCF cen-60 trality models increases N coll in central events and reduces it in peripheral events, consequently the yield 61 divided by N coll is reduced in central events and increased in peripheral events. Finally, the ratio of the 62 Z yield to the charged-particle multiplicity was evaluated for each centrality interval and found to scale as 63 N coll / N part = ( N part −1)/ N part as expected, demonstrating the consistency of the centrality dependence 64 of hard and soft particle production (for more details, see Ref.
[13]).
65
Measurements of transverse energy production at large rapidity are needed to constrain particle pro-66 duction models, which systematically underpredict the total transverse energy at forward rapidities in hard 
72
Thus a control experiment in pp collisions which determines how soft particle production at negative pseu- The dN ch /dη/( N part /2) was found to scale with N part . Similarly, the centrality-dependent Z boson yield Transverse energy production at large pseudorapidity on the hard-scattering kinematics of proton-proton 104 collisions results provide counter-evidence to claims that the observed centrality-dependence of the jet rate 105 in p+Pb collisions simply arises from the suppression of transverse energy production at negative rapidity 106 in the hard-scattered NN sub-collision. In the p+Pb data, the deviations from the expected centrality depen-107 dence are observed to depend only on, and increase with, x in the proton. Therefore, for this effect to be 
